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Put a secret number into the calculator but don’t 

tell your friend.  Add four to the number and tell 

them the answer.  Can they work out what your 

secret number was? 

 

Annie did this and here was her answer: 

What did she put into the calculator? 

 
You can vary this game in lots of ways: add different 
numbers; use -, x or ÷ instead.  Or even challenge yourself 
by doing two things on the calculator before you tell your 
partner the answer.

This is an amazing way to work out what numbers are 

on two dice. Ask your mum, dad, (or other victim) to 
roll two dice, but not let you see what numbers come 
up. Then ask them to do the following:  
 - Double one of the numbers.  
 - Then add 5 to it.  
 - Then multiply the answer by 5.  
 - Add the second number.  
 - Finally subtract 25.  
Ask them what answer they have.  There is now an 

easy way to work out what their two numbers were – 
can you investigate and find out how?  

 

If my answer was 37, what were my two dice rolls?

These problems are both examples of working backwards.  You have to undo what has been done by working 
backwards and doing the opposite (mathematically known as the inverse) of each operation until you get to the 
answer they started with.  For the KS2 problem, start by trying some different numbers & looking at the answer you 
get.  You should spot a pattern easily enough, but can you explain why it works? 
 


